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cc Ms Barbara Anning 
Department for Environment, Food, and Rural Affairs - 
EU & International Coordination Area 1B 
Nobel House 
17 John Smith Square  
London SW1P 3JR       15th February 2012 
 
Ms Fiona Marshall    Acting Secy 
 
Dear Ms Marshall, 
 
  Communication to the Aarhus Convention Compliance Committee 
  Concerning compliance by the United Kingdom ACCC/C/2010/53 
 
 Further to my letter of 9th February, I now forward my response to Annex 2 - Draft 
Chronology - of your letter of 20th January 2012 in order to meet your deadline of 17th February. Dr 
Lloyd will forward separately his response to Annex 1 - Questions to the parties. 
 
 Basically we are happy with the chronology that you have prepared and offer only a few 
corrections/additions, along with an update paragraph on the workshops. As requested, I have been 
in touch with Alan Bowen of the City of Edinburgh Council (CEC) regarding prior agreement on 
this chronology. However, after some discussion it became clear that the CEC were not happy with 
elements of the original draft text, and prior agreement was not possible. 
 
 
 
     
   Yours Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Alistair MacIntosh  on behalf of the Moray Feu Traffic Subcommittee  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Annex 2  Draft Chronology 
 
 The Moray Feu Traffic Subcommittee is in substantial agreement with both dates and text of 
the secretariat's draft chronology, but has identified several corrections and pertinent additions as 
noted below. Unfortunately the Moray Feu and the Council have been unable to agree on the text of 
the chronology, in as much as this reflects their differing views on events.  
 
Para 3:    Replace 'though not' by 'including' 
 
After para 5, add para: In 2006 Aarhus Convention ratified by the Scottish Government at 
    both UK and EU levels, to include the Access to Justice directive. 
 
Before para 6, add para:  In 2008 Scottish Government amended Traffic Regulation Order  
   (TRO) Regulations so that under certain circumstances (contended as  
   not fulfilled), the requirement for a Public Hearing would be changed  
   from mandatory to discretionary. 
 
Para 6    Correction, replace '20,000' by '17,500'  to reflect belated week long 
    24 hour traffic count by CEC  in October 2010. 
 
Para 9    Replace 'to reopen' by 'to include in the TRO, the permanent  
    reopening of the alternative Charlotte Square route albeit for  
    eastbound traffic only '. 
 
Para  13   Replace 'without provision for limiting' by 'with provision for  
    reopening the alternative but longer Charlotte Square route to  
    eastbound traffic but without provision for ensuring the limiting of'.
    Insert 'the' before Moray Feu. 
 
Add para 14   In January/February 2011 two inaugural meetings were arranged 
    with objectors by CEC at which 3 workshops were set up to address 
    objections in lieu of a Public Hearing. Despite strong scepticism,  
    elected objectors held a series of meetings over the summer and  
    produced a set of traffic mitigation proposals in a letter to CEC. 
    A subsequent meeting was arranged with CEC to discuss these  
    proposals on 7th November, but failure by any relevant CEC official or 
    councillor to attend, dramatically confirmed the prior scepticism of 
    objectors regarding the motives behind this CEC devised process – in 
    which they had already minuted they would  “only attend in the role
    of support, and not for the purpose of finding a solution”  
 
 


